Gestational hormone profiles predict human maternal behavior at 1-year postpartum
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ABSTRACT

In many non-human species, including primates, gestational reproductive hormones play an essential role in the onset of maternal motivation and behaviors. We investigated the associations between prepartum estradiol and progesterone and maternal behavior at 1-year postpartum in 177 women. Blood was obtained at five gestational time points and an index of quality of maternal care was determined using a well-validated mother-child interaction protocol. Women who exhibited higher quality maternal care at 1-year postpartum were characterized by unique gestational profiles of estradiol, progesterone and the estrogen to progesterone ratio; specifically by slower accelerations and levels of these hormone trajectories beginning in midgestation. Further, it appeared that both fetal sex and parity moderated these findings, with first time mothers and mothers of females showing stronger associations. In sum, these data document persisting associations between prepartum hormone profiles and human maternal behavior. More broadly, these findings add to the growing literature highlighting the perinatal period as one of critical neurodevelopment in the lifespan of the human female.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

Human offspring are vulnerable and require intensive and prolonged parental care. Further, humans produce relatively few offspring over the course of the lifespan. As such, it is not surprising that some evolutionary biologists have argued that the development of maternal behaviors represents one of the primary forces shaping evolution of the mammalian brain (Hrdy, 1999; MacLean, 1990). In addition, because historically, the human father was often absent, others have argued that the burden has fallen on the female nervous system to care for our vulnerable young (Kinsley and Amory-Meyer, 2011). To meet the complex and varied challenges of motherhood, the female nervous system exhibits a remarkable neuroplasticity as a result of pregnancy, parturition, lactation and offspring exposure (Hillerer et al., 2014; Kinsley, 2008). In a range of non-human mammals, compelling evidence further suggests that the perinatal endocrine milieu plays a role in this extensive neurological transformation, setting the stage for maternal motivation and responsiveness (Bridges, 1984; Terkel and Rosenblatt, 1968, 1972).

A rich and well-articulated non-primate animal literature describes the important role of sex steroid hormones in the onset and maintenance of maternal behaviors (Brunton and Russell, 2008; Numan and Insel, 2003; Saltzman and Maestripieri, 2011; Bridges, 2015). Across many species during gestation, predictable and dramatic increases in estrogens and progesterone are observed. These sex steroids are synthesized by the gonads, adrenal cortex and placenta and act on target tissues throughout the body including the brain. Among non-human primates, prepartum estrogens and the ratio of estradiol to progesterone have been linked to responsiveness to infants and rates of interaction with unrelated infants during gestation (Maestripieri and Wallen, 1995; Maestripieri and Zehr, 1998; Ramirez et al., 2004). Among nulliparous, reproductively-suppressed female marmosets, endocrine treatment that simulates the estradiol and progesterone profile of late pregnancy will result in more bar pressing to obtain visual access to a replica of an infant marmoset and to turn off an audio recording of infant distress compared to untreated females (Pryce et al., 1993).

Persisting associations between gestational sex steroid levels and postpartum maternal behaviors also have been observed in non-human primate models. Late pregnancy estradiol concentrations have been linked to postpartum maternal behaviors and infant survival in tamarins, marmosets, titi monkeys, macaques and baboons (Bardi et al., 2003; Fite and French, 2000; French et al., 2004; Jarcho et al., 2012; Pryce et al., 1988).

To our knowledge, only one previous study has examined the link between gestational reproductive hormone exposures and postnatal maternal behavior in humans. Fleming et al. (1997) examined estradiol and progesterone levels four times across gestation as predictors of mothers’ reports of attachment to their infants at 4-days postpartum. Mothers who exhibited higher levels of estradiol at both 5 and 7 months’ gestation reported lower feelings of attachment to their infants in the early postpartum period. This same inverse association was observed.
for the estrogen to progesterone ratio. To date, it is not known whether or not prepartum sex hormone profiles predict maternal behavior or attachment beyond the immediate postpartum period.

The current study, which utilizes data from a large, prospective cohort of women, examines whether or not associations between gestational hormone profiles and observations of human maternal behavior can be detected as late as the end of the first postpartum year (no existing study has examined this question beyond 1-month postpartum).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants included 177 women and their infants (97 boys and 80 girls) enrolled in a large, longitudinal study of early life influences on development. Mothers were recruited early in pregnancy from a large university medical center based on the following criteria: 1) singleton pregnancy 2) over the age of 18 3) English speaking 4) non-smoking 5) absence of any condition that could dysregulate neuroendocrine function. Exclusion criteria for the present study also included: 1) attended <3 pre partum visits 2) missing data at the 12 month postpartum visit. Demographic characteristics of the participants can be seen in Table 1. The women who met the inclusion criteria for this study did not differ from the larger sample in terms of race/ethnicity, maternal age, education level, income, cohabitation with the baby’s father or parity. It was the case however, that women who had delivered preterm were less likely to have been included in the present set of analyses. This research was approved by the University of California, Irvine, institutional review board, carried out in accordance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association for experiments involving humans and all participants provided informed consent.

2.2. Overview of study design

Pregnant participants were recruited by a research nurse during the first trimester of pregnancy. Each woman then participated in a study visit at 14–16 (M = 15.31, SD = 0.92), 24–26 (M = 25.55, SD = 0.93), 30–32 (M = 30.96, SD = 0.77), 36 + weeks’ gestation (M = 36.7, SD = 0.83) and also at 12-months postpartum (M = 13.23, SD = 0.53). At each prepartum visit, an interview was conducted and a blood sample obtained. At the postpartum visit, structured interviews were conducted, a blood sample was collected in a subset of women (N = 116) and maternal behaviors were observed and coded.

2.3. Endocrine measures

In the afternoon, blood samples (20 ml/draw) were withdrawn by antecubital venipuncture into red top vacutainers for serum collection. Blood samples sat at room temperature until clotted. Samples were then centrifuged at 2000 × g (15 min). Serum was decanted into polypropylene tubes and stored at −80 °C until assayed.

17β-Estradiol levels were determined by a microtiter well competitive binding enzyme immunoassay. Serum samples were diluted 10-fold prior to testing and mixed well. Diluted samples (25 μl) were incubated with enzyme conjugate (200 μl) for 2 h at room temperature in each well. After decanting and rinsing wells with diluted wash solution three times (400 μl per well), substrate reagent (100 μl) was added to the blotted wells and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Within 10 min after addition of stop reagent (50 μl), absorbance readings were taken at 450 nm. The assay has <0.2% cross-reactivity with estriol and estrone, and non-detectable cross-reactivity with 17α-estradiol, progesterone and 25 other naturally occurring steroids. Reported inter- and intra-assay coefficients of variance are <10% and 7%, respectively, with analytical sensitivity at 9.71 pg/ml.

Progesterone levels were determined quantitatively by competitive binding enzyme immunoassay. Thawed and thoroughly mixed serum samples were diluted 10-fold prior to assay. Diluted samples (25 μl) were dispensed into wells and incubated with enzyme conjugate (200 μl) for 1 h at room temperature. Decanted microtitre plates were washed 3 times with diluted wash solution (400 μl per well). Substrate reagent (200 μl) was added to each well and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Enzymatic reaction was stopped with stop solution (50 μl) and absorbance readings were taken at 450 nm within 10 min. Cross reactivity of this assay is reported as 1.1% with 11-desoxycorticosterone: <0.4% with pregnenolone. 17α –OH progesterone, corticosterone; and <0.1% with estriol, 17β-estradiol, cortisol, and 3 other naturally occurring steroids. Inter- and intra-assay coefficients of variance are reported as <10% and 7% respectively with analytical sensitivity at 0.045 ng/ml.

In addition, because in humans and other species the balance of sex steroids appears to play a role in the onset of maternal behavior (Fleming et al., 1997; Jarcho et al., 2012; Maestripieri and Zehr, 1998; Rosenblatt et al., 1988), the ratio of estrogen to progesterone (E/P) was calculated and also used as a predictor of maternal behavior.

2.4. Assessment of maternal behavior

Mothers were videotaped interacting with their infants in a semi-structured 10-minute play episode when the infant was 12-months of age. From these videotapes maternal behavior coded using a laboratory protocol developed for the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 1999a). During this play interaction, mothers were given a standard set of age-appropriate toys and told to play with their infant as they would at home.

Categories of maternal behavior were scored on a 4-point global rating scale (1 = not at all characteristic to 4 = highly characteristic). Following the NICHD procedure, a composite rating of maternal sensitivity was created by summing ratings of sensitivity to nondistress, positive regard, and intrusiveness (reverse-coded). Coding was done by intensively trained and reliable teams of coders. All coders were blind to other data gathered on study participants. Twenty percent of sessions were selected at random, without coder knowledge, and coded again by a second independent coder to obtain an index of inter-rater reliability. Reliability for each of the three subscales comprising the composite were: sensitivity to nondistress (90%), intrusiveness (90%), and positive regard (93%).

This paradigm is an objective, behaviorally-based laboratory assessment tool for studying maternal sensitivity with standardized procedures for coding behavior. It was developed for a large NICHD
multisite study that followed over 1200 children and their families from 1 month postpartum through early adolescence. The composite measure of maternal sensitivity is positively associated with measures of mothers’ interactive behaviors and inventory scores derived from the Home Observation of Measurement of the Environment (Caldwell and Bradley, 1984; Spiker et al., 1993), indicating that this assessment relates to maternal behavior when assessed in more naturalistic settings. Additionally, it is predictive specifically of the quality of mother-child attachment and also predicts child socioemotional, language and cognitive development (Brooks-Gunn et al., 2002; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 1999b, 2006).

2.5. Additional measures

Maternal demographics (e.g. race/ethnicity, parity, income age and education) and breastfeeding status were obtained from structured interview. Length of gestation was determined by combining early ultrasound measures and medical chart review according to ACOG guidelines (American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2009). In addition, maternal depressive symptoms at 12-months postpartum were assessed with the short-version of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CESD), an instrument that demonstrates both good reliability and validity (Irwin et al., 1999; Knight et al., 1997; Santor and Coyne, 1997).

2.6. Data analysis plans

To assess the association between maternal sensitivity and hormone trajectories across gestation, multilevel modeling using hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) growth curve analysis (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002) was conducted. Initial testing indicated that quadratic models provided the best fit for the gestational estradiol, progesterone and E/P trajectories, consistent with the fact that none of the three hormones show steady linear increases across gestation (Fig. 1). In each full two-level model, the effects of maternal sensitivity on hormone levels at the initial assessment (14 weeks) and change across time were evaluated. Specifically, the level-1 variables (or the time-variant variables) included hormone levels at each study visit and timing of these study visits in weeks. The level-2 variables (or time-invariant variables) included maternal sensitivity (entered as a continuous variable) and relevant covariates (see below). The full models were then repeated at one-week intervals for each week until the last study visit occurred (38 weeks’ gestation).

Variables evaluated as potential covariates included: maternal age, parity, race/ethnicity, education, income, cohabitation with baby’s father, duration of breastfeeding, depressive symptoms at the 12-month assessment, infant sex, infant gestational age at birth and also infant age at assessment. Third variables were included in the models if they exhibited a statistically significant association with both the predictor (hormone) and outcome (maternal sensitivity). Variables that met this criterion for estradiol and E/P included: maternal age, ethnicity, education, income and duration of breastfeeding. For progesterone the variables that met criteria were: maternal age, parity, education and ethnicity. All of the bivariate associations between hormones, maternal sensitivity and the potential covariates can be seen in Table S1. In addition, because there are theoretical and empirical reasons to expect that parity (Gatewood et al., 2005; Glynn, 2012; Love et al., 2005) and fetal sex (Clifton, 2010; Glynn and Sandman, 2012) could moderate associations between prenatal hormone exposures and maternal behavior, we tested potential parity and sex interactions in the models.

3. Results

3.1. Sample characteristics

Basic demographic characteristics of the sample as well as maternal sensitivity scores can be seen in Table 1. Levels of maternal sensitivity were consistent with those from a nationally representative sample (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 1999b, 2005) and mean postpartum depression values also were consistent with published studies in other cohorts of women studied in the perinatal period (c.f. Paulson et al., 2006; Stapleton et al., 2012).

3.2. Gestational endocrine profiles

As expected, both estradiol and progesterone showed reliable increases from one gestational assessment to the next (see Table 2). Further, both estradiol and progesterone levels were consistent with gestational data from other similar studies (c.f. Fleming et al., 1997; O’Hara et al., 1991). The estradiol to progesterone ratio exhibited a u-shaped function across gestation with the peak at 25 weeks’ gestation.
The estradiol to progesterone ratio did not differ when comparing 19 to 31 weeks. However, with that exception, all other gestational time points did differ from one another for each hormone and the ratio (all \( p's < 0.05 \)). Estradiol and progesterone were modestly correlated at each gestational time point (\( r's \) ranged from 0.24 to 0.75; See Table S2). Gestational levels of estradiol, progesterone and the E/P were not predictive of hormone levels at 12-months postpartum (Table S2).

### 3.3. Analysis of hormone trajectories and maternal behavior

As shown in Fig. 1A and B, multilevel mixed modeling revealed that change in estradiol and progesterone profiles across gestation were associated with maternal behavior 12 months later. Women who were rated as more sensitive exhibited trajectories of estradiol that accelerated at a slower rate beginning at 23 weeks' gestation (Bs ranged from \(-12.4 \) to \(-90.1 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)) and also had lower levels of estradiol beginning at 28 weeks' compared to women who exhibited less sensitivity (Bs ranged from \(-165.5 \) to \(-729.9 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)). These differences persisted until the end of gestation. Women who were characterized as more sensitive also showed slower rates of progesterone increase beginning at 36 weeks until the end of gestation (Bs ranged from \(-0.51 \) to \(-0.59 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)). In addition, differences in the E/P trajectory during gestation were associated with maternal sensitivity at 12 months. More sensitive mothers were characterized by a lower E to P ratio from 20 to 34 weeks' gestation (Bs ranged from \(-2.3 \) to \(-2.5 \); \( p's < 0.05 \); see Fig. 1C).

### 3.4. Evaluation of potential moderating effects of fetal sex and parity

Women who were giving birth for the first time exhibited higher levels of progesterone beginning at 32 weeks' gestation (Bs ranged from \(-0.41.1 \) to \(-103.0 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)). In addition, the multilevel models revealed statistically significant interactions between parity and maternal behavior such that the effects were driven by the first time mothers. Beginning at 32 weeks' until the end of gestation, higher levels of progesterone were associated with less sensitivity only among the primiparous women (Bs ranged from \(-4.2 \) to \(-12.7 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)).

Fetal sex also appeared to play a moderating role in determining associations between prepartum hormone profiles and maternal behavior. Women pregnant with female fetuses exhibited higher levels of both progesterone and estradiol beginning at 28 weeks' (Bs ranged from \(30.6 \) to \(99.7 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)) and 29 weeks (Bs ranged from \(3279.1 \) to \(7766.0 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)) gestation respectively, and these differences persisted until the end of the study period. Further, in pregnancies resulting in daughters, the associations between both hormones and maternal behavior were apparent, whereas they were not in pregnancies resulting in sons. Among those who gave birth to daughters, higher levels of estradiol and progesterone were associated with decreased sensitivity. These differences in levels reached statistical significance beginning at 25 weeks for estradiol (Bs ranged from \(-299.5 \) to \(-1054.4 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)) and 30 weeks for progesterone (Bs ranged from \(-3.07 \) to \(-10.6 \); \( p's < 0.05 \)) and were apparent until the end of gestation.

### 4. Discussion

Our data demonstrate that gestational hormone exposures are associated with lasting effects on human maternal behavior. Women who were rated as less sensitive mothers at 1-year postpartum were characterized by unique prepartum profiles of estradiol, progesterone and the estrogen to progesterone ratio; specifically by accelerating trajectories and higher levels of these hormones beginning in midgestation. These findings further add to the existing literature because they also document associations between sex steroid hormones and objective observations of human maternal behavior (as opposed to self-reports as shown previously). The onset and development of human maternal behaviors clearly are multiply determined and these critical influences include psychosocial, environmental, biological and genetic mechanisms (Chittleborough et al., 2012; Milewa-Seitz et al., 2013; Raby et al., 2015; Rilling and Young, 2014; Zelkowitz et al., 2014). Here we provide additional support for the importance of the biological pathway in this process.

The findings are largely consistent with the single other study in humans that also reported negative associations between gestational estradiol and the estradiol to progesterone ratio and feelings of attachment to the infant during the first postpartum week (Fleming et al., 1997). Fleming et al. did not detect relations between progesterone and attachment reports, unlike the present study, however. This could be due to the time at which the indicators of maternal behaviors were measured (one week versus one year), to the fact that the measures of maternal behavior differed (behavioral observation versus reports of attachment), to the fact that neither fetal sex or parity were examined as potential moderators, or to the differences in the statistical analyses approach (the present study approach allowed assessment of hormone trajectories across pregnancy as opposed to analysis of single time points). Our findings also are consistent with non-human primate work documenting associations between gestational sex steroid exposures and maternal motivation and behavior. It has been shown, for example, that higher levels of prepartum estradiol predict less optimal postpartum maternal behaviors and decreased infant survivorship in marmosets (Fite and French, 2000) and that baboons and macaques that exhibit a higher estrogen to progesterone ratio during pregnancy are at increased risk for exhibiting neglectful or abusive behaviors towards their infants (French et al., 2004; Maestripieri and Megna, 2000).

Although an extensive discussion of the precise neural mechanisms through which gestational sex steroid exposures might influence maternal sensitivity or responsiveness is beyond the scope of this paper (Bridges, 2015; Pfaff et al., 2011), the pathways are likely both direct and indirect. Estrogen exerts effects on maternal behavior and motivation through actions in the medial preoptic area and nucleus accumbens (Numan et al., 1977; Numan and Stolzenberg, 2009; Stolzenberg et al., 2007). In addition, estrogen influences the synthesis of oxytocin and regulation of oxytocin receptors (Bale et al., 1995; Fahrbach et al., 1985; McCarthy et al., 1996; Thomas et al., 1999). Progesterone similarly may exert direct influences via the MPOA and it has been documented that progesterone withdrawal following sustained and chronic elevations increases oxytocin mRNA in the paraventricular nucleus (Amico et al., 1997; Blyth et al., 1997). It also is plausible that these hormones exert influences not only by altering activity, but through alterations in neuronal structure in the adult female brain.
There is evidence from pharmacological models that both estrogen and progesterone induce structural modifications, especially in dendritic spines (McEwen and Woolley, 1994; Gould et al., 1990), and also that the nature of these effects of estrogen and progesterone are dependent on whether or not they occur in the context of the other (which offers some insight into the links between E/P and maternal behaviors influence of the estrogen to progesterone ratio; Gould et al., 1990; Woolley and McEwen, 1993). Consistent with these pharmacological models cited above, there are analogous changes in neuronal structure in the hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, medial preoptic area, paraventricular nucleus and caudate nucleus in rodents during pregnancy and the postpartum (Kinsley et al., 2006; Leuner and Gould, 2010; Pawluski and Galea, 2006; Pawluski et al., 2012). Further, in the few studies in which these structural changes are examined as predictors of behavioral changes associated with reproduction, they do appear to play a role (Leuner and Gould, 2010; Shams et al., 2012).

It is notable and intriguing that we identified sex differences in the relation between prenatal hormone exposures and maternal behavior. It was the case that elevations in progesterone and estradiol late in pregnancy were predictive of lower maternal sensitivity only among women pregnant with female fetuses and it also was the case that pregnancies with female fetuses exhibited higher levels of these hormones during that gestational period. Thus, these differences may reflect the restricted range of exposures among male fetuses, a finding that has been previously demonstrated for estradiol (Gol et al., 2004; Toriola et al., 2011), with the progesterone findings being somewhat less consistent (Gol et al., 2004; Toriola et al., 2011; Wuu et al., 2002). However, it also is interesting to consider these findings in the context that sex differences in trajectories of development and interactions between the maternal and femailt unit are detectable beginning very early in gestation. For example, in pregnancies with female fetuses, hCG levels (hCG is a glycoprotein hormone produced by the developing embryo and later by the syncytiotrophoblasts) in the maternal circulation are elevated compared to those with male fetuses and this difference is apparent as early as three weeks after conception and persists throughout gestation (Obiekw and Chard, 1982; Santolaya-Forgas et al., 1997; Yaron et al., 2002). Further, pervasive sex differences exist in responsivity to maternal signals in shaping fetal neurological development (Glynn and Sandman, 2012; Sandman et al., 2013) and these new findings suggest, as we have posited previously, that fetal sex may affect pregnancy-related maternal neural plasticity as well (Glynn, 2010).

Similar to offspring sex, parity was associated with differential associations between prepartum hormone profiles and maternal behavior. Specifically, the correlations between progesterone and maternal behaviors were present only among the primiparous females. Again, like the effects of sex, this could be due to differences in potential for exposures (primiparous women exhibited higher levels of progesterone consistent with previous reports; Toriola et al., 2011; Wuu et al., 2002). However, it also is the case that there is some evidence that parity moderates the changes in maternal brain and behaviors associated with reproductive history. For example, multiparous rodent and human mothers who have given birth more times exhibit more profound changes in cognitive function (Gatewood et al., 2005; Glynn, 2012). These findings also are consistent with the assertion that pregnancy exerts a lasting imprint on the female that will affect subsequent hormone exposures (Bridges, 2016; Fox et al., 2015; Glynn, 2012; Musey et al., 1987), an assertion for which some additional evidence exists. For instance, nulliparous rats are more sensitive to estrogen exposures at a molecular level than are multiparous rats (Bridges and Byrnes, 2006). Further, nulliparous rodents are more dependent on hormone exposures of pregnancy for the development of responsiveness to pups, whereas multiparous females are not similarly reliant on these exposures (Moltz and Wiener, 1966), suggesting that maternal behaviors may be more emancipated from hormonal control among multiparous females because of previous maternal experience (Maestripieri and Zehr, 1998).

The hormone exposures of pregnancy are but one component of the endocrine-neurological process involved in the onset and regulation of maternal behavior (Bridges, 2015). Simply put, programming of the maternal brain does not end with parturition. As discussed above, gestational hormone exposures augment or prime the system, but then female is further influenced by the experiences of lactation and offspring exposures (Hillerer et al., 2014; Saltzman and Maestripieri, 2011). Examination of independent effects of pregnancy, lactation and interaction with progeny suggest that these experiences interact synergistically resulting in the most profound changes to the mother’s brain and behavioral repertoire (Lambert et al., 2005; Pawluski et al., 2006; Wartella et al., 2003). Further, these synergistic and cumulative effects appear to permanently alter the structure and function of the female brain with implications for responsiveness to juveniles, stress responding, aggression and cognitive function and aging that persist throughout the lifespan (de Almeida et al., 2014; Gatewood et al., 2005; Tu et al., 2005).

The quality of the early mother-offspring relationship is a key contributor to offspring health and development. In animal models, variation in maternal care have been linked to permanent alterations in progeny of fear behavior and HPA-axis regulation, pain sensitivity, vulnerability to addiction, learning and memory, and brain structure and function (Kaffman and Meaney, 2007; Sanchez, 2006). Similarly, in humans, the quality of maternal behavior is associated with social competence, emotion regulation, cognitive and language development, school readiness, physical health and psychopathology (Belsky and Fearon, 2002; Carlson, 1998; NICHD Early Child Care Resarch Network, 1999a, 2003; Rhee et al., 2006; Stams et al., 2002; Warren and Simmens, 2005). Further, compelling evidence suggests that the quality of maternal care itself also is transmitted across generations and that one of the primary biological mechanisms for this transmission involves estrogen pathways (Champagne et al., 2001). For example, female rodents that experienced more sensitive rearing show an enhanced sensitivity to reproductive hormone exposures in the onset of their own maternal behaviors (Novakov and Fleming, 2005) and animals that are reared by more sensitive mothers possess higher levels of estrogen-inducible oxytocin receptors and also estrogen receptors in the mPOA (Champagne et al., 2003). It is likely, given the findings here and the conservation of physiological regulation of maternal behavior across species, that sex steroids play an important role in control of these intergenerational processes in humans as well.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yhbeh.2016.07.002.
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